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Chicago Fire 4x02 Promo "A Taste of Panama City" (HD)

Chicago Fire 4x02 "A Taste of Panama City" - Members of the firehouse are frustrated with their inability to help Chief Boden (Eamonn Walker), whose job is on the line pending an internal investigation in the aftermath of a complicated call to a fire. Meanwhile, Lt. Severide (Taylor Kinney) struggles to accept his smaller role and adjusts to the presence of Capt. Patterson (guest star Brian White), his new commanding officer. Dawson (Monica Raymund) shakes things up on the work front and Casey (Jesse Spencer) attempts to find a crucial piece of evidence in his ongoing investigation against Nesbitt (guest star Eric Mabius). Elsewhere, Herrmann (David Eigenberg) struggles to keep the peace with Molly's newest neighbors. Kara Killmer, Dora Madison, Yuri Sardarov, Joe Minoso and Christian Stolte star. Jason Beghe, Amy Morton, Yaya DaCosta, Steven R. McQueen, Rachel Nichols and Fredric Lehne also guest star. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more Chicago Fire season 4 promos in HD!



Official website: https://www.nbc.com/chicago-fire/

Official Twitter page: https://twitter.com/NBCChicagoFire

Official Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/NBCChicagoFire



Chicago Fire 4x02 Promo/Preview "A Taste of Panama City"

Chicago Fire Season 4 Episode 2 Promo

Chicago Fire 4x02 Promo "A Taste of Panama City" (HD)
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